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Editors

Readers Letters …

Message
“Don't count the
days, make every
day count!”
We are helping to raise
awareness for Parkinson's
disease this month which
starts on Monday, 20 April!
As with most neurological
conditions, although from a
medical perspective they are
different, the patients face
similar challenges due to
balance, weakness and
coordination. In this edition
we take a look at those issues,
how they can impact peoples
lives and what can be done to
make things a little easier!
Now spring has sprung and
summer is just around the
corner it is dry and maybe you
can make this summer more
fun than the last one!
Dominic
Chief Editor

Send letters to:
letters@healthisyourwealth.co.uk

Please note that
some of these
articles are
written by
patients who are
still in recovery.
These articles are
unchanged and
may contain
spellings,
punctuation and
grammar
mistakes.
A copy of our
medical
disclaimer is on
our website or
Click Here

Being Bi-Polar
story described
my symptoms
vividly, there is
just no middle
ground!
Klaus, Germany
‗Returning to
Driving‘ article
last month has
encouraged me to
start lessons
again!
Roeloff,
Netherlands

Thanks for your
The article on
letters and kind
‗Sexual Issues‘
words. We can‘t
has steered me in acknowledge all
a direction that I the letters but will
have been putting aim to respond to
off for too long! each one!
Anonymous, UK
Please note that errors and omissions are exempt
from this publication. For terms and conditions
please see www.HealthisYourWealth.co.uk
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Contributors
To this issue
Thank you to the authors who
had input to this magazine.
Without your valuable content
this issue would not have happened!

Stroke Association Charity

Parkinson‘s UK Charity

Exercise: Body Maintenance:
Chris TG Physiotherapy Care
Speech Matters: Thomas
Brain Training:
mybraintrining.com
Family Relationships: Sharon
Marks
Children's Corner: Cora Marks
A Parents Uncertainty: Ian
Marks

Determination:
Robert Downing
Balance, Theresa Barron
Sexual Issues: Simon and Julie
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Key Contacts
Sales/ Advertising
gs@HealthisYourWealth.co.uk
ratecard@HealthisYourWealth.co.uk
Questions
Editor@HealthisYourWealth.co.uk
Feedback / Comments / Testimonials

feedback@HealthisYourWealth.co.uk
Information / Enquiries
info@HealthisYourWealth.co.uk
Letters / Articles
letters@HealthisYourWealth.co.uk

Classified Adverts
adverts@HealthisYourWealth.co.uk
Website / BLOG for:
www.HealthisYourWealth.co.uk
Contact:

Subscriptions

webmaster@HealthisYourWealth.co.uk

Subscriptions@HealthisYourWealth.co.uk
unSubscribe@HealthisYourWealth.co.uk

www.facebook.com/HealthisYourWealthMag

Editor:
Editor@HealthisYourWealth.co.uk

@hiywmag
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Customer
Testimonials
―Improvement through
listening to constructive
feedback‖
Winston Churchill

Feedback …
Send feedback to:
feedback@healthisyourwealth.co.uk

Try not splitting word across
two sentences.
Have the spelling in UK
English

Mike, Birmingham

Put text in front of the adverts
so that partially sighted people
know what the picture is for
when using the ―Read aloud‖
feature

Your article on family relationships
last month was very good and made
me feel that I am not the alone.

Thanks for your feedback,
keep it coming so that we can
make more improvements !

Thanks for your support in
promoting our event

Lee, East Midlands
Most enlightening!
Cheryl, Southampton
A great read.
Amy, London

Available on ALL Tablets

I saw the printed version of this
magazine at my local hydrotherapy
session and it looks fantastic!
Laura, Leicester

Apple
Android
Windows
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Parkinson‟s
Awareness Week
(20-26 April 2015)
Parkinson‘s Awareness Week is an
annual awareness campaign run by
leading research and support charity Parkinson‘s UK.
During awareness week, members
of the public are encouraged to
learn more about Parkinson‘s, organise events, and help the charity
to spread more awareness and
raise vital funds for research. This
year‘s campaign – ‗Up Your
Friendly‘, is focusing on how we
create a more ‗Parkinson‘s
friendly‘ society by pledging small
acts of kindness.
What is Parkinson‟s
Parkinson‘s is a progressive neurological condition for which there is
currently no cure, caused when
brain cells that control movement

die.
What causes Parkinson‟s
Parkinson‘s arises due to a loss
of nerve cells in a part of the
brain called the substantia nigra.
Nerve cells in the substantia nigra produce the chemical dopamine, a neurotransmitter, which
transmits nerve impulses and allows signals to be sent to other
areas of the brain which coordinate movement. Without dopamine people can find that their
movements become slower so it
takes longer to do things. This
can make everyday activities,
such as eating, getting dressed,
or using a phone or computer,
difficult or frustrating.
What are the symptoms of
Parkinson‟s?
The main symptoms of Parkinson‘s are tremor, muscle stiffness and slowness of movement.
But not everyone will experience
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Parkinson‟s
Awareness Week
(20-26 April 2015)
all of these. As well as the symptoms that affect movement, people with Parkinson‘s can find that
other issues, such as tiredness,
pain, depression and constipation,
can have an impact on their dayto-day lives.
How many people are affected
by Parkinson‟s?
Every hour, someone in the UK is
told they have Parkinson‘s. One
person in every 500 has Parkinson‘s. That‘s about 127,000 people in the UK. Most people who
get Parkinson‘s are aged 50 or
over but younger people can get it
too.

ing abnormal involuntary
movements and impulsive
and compulsive behaviour.
Deep brain stimulation
(DBS) is a type of surgery
where electrodes are implanted deep inside specific
parts of the brain. The electrodes are connected to a
small battery under the skin
in the person‘s chest, to
generate electrical signals
to stimulate the brain. If
successful, DBS can provide significant improvement in an individual‘s
symptoms and quality of
life, but DBS is not a suitable option for everyone

How is Parkinson‟s treated?
There is currently no cure for
Parkinson‘s, but there are a range
of treatments to control the symptoms and maintain quality of life.
Medication is the main treatment
for Parkinson‘s. Drugs work by
restoring the level of dopamine in
the brain or mimicking its actions,
but can have side effects, includ-

with Parkinson‘s.
Physical therapies such as
physiotherapy, speech and
language therapy and occupational therapy have an
important role to play in the
management of Parkin-
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Parkinson‟s
Awareness Week
(20-26 April 2015)
son‘s.
About Parkinson‟s UK
As the UK‘s Parkinson‘s support
and research charity we are leading the work to find a cure, and
we‘re closer than ever.
Since 1969, the charity has spent
around £65million on research
into all aspects of Parkinson‘s.
Currently supporting around 90
research projects, worth more
than £17million, the charity also

brings people with Parkinson‘s, their carers‘ and families together via a network of
local groups.
We offer a free, confidential
helpline on 0808 800 0303, a
free peer support service that
puts people in touch with a
trained volunteer who has a
similar experience of Parkinson's, self-management
groups and around 120 information and support workers
across the UK who offer oneto-one information and emotional support to people with
Parkinson's, their families and
carers. We also have local
branches and groups across
the UK where people can
meet to share experiences and
access information and support.
For more information about
Parkinson‘s Awareness Week
and how to pledge support,
visit parkinsons.org.uk, or
contact the free confidential
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Family
Relationships.

“Relationships
after Traumatic
Brain Injury (TBI)”
After traumatic brain injury (TBI),
many couples find that their
relationship with each other
changes dramatically. These
changes are very personal and can
be very emotional for both people
in the relationship.
A TBI can significantly change a
couple‘s relationship. However,
after severe, moderate, or
complicated-mild brain injury, both
survivors and their spouses or
partners must often change many
parts of their lives. The following
life changes typically affect
intimate relationships:
Changes in responsibilities
Changes in relationship roles
Changes and challenges in
communication
The relationship after TBI is a
working progress . You have gone
from a double partnership from
where two people work together,

make decisions together
to the one partner making
these for both. It may not
seem a hard task to do,
but it has an impact on
both partners that makes
you realise that
everything will be forever
different.
What responsibilities that
were the TBI survivors have
now been passed on to the
partner, now a caregiver,
which in turns put more
pressure on the relationship.
As these responsibilities and
relationship roles change the
intimate relationship is
strained and you wonder can
a healthy balance be
maintained. You have lost the
connections with the person
that you trusted the most in
your life and in your
relationship it is the most
painful and lonely experience
that partners in TBI go
through .
Eventually you have the
feeling that your
close Friends and family may
feel uncomfortable because
they don't know what to say,
how to act, or how to help.
Discomfort may make it
harder for them to relate to
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Family Relationships
you or spend time with you
and another wall goes up in
the relationship.
Of course the intimacy is the
first to be forgotten about as
your head is spinning with all
the new responsibilities
creeping into your life,
where's the time ? How can I
fit this in ? The Tiredness and
the frustration kicks in and the
wall goes up again ! With
everything going on who's got
time for an intimate
moment ? It was Once an
equal partnership, will it ever
be that way again ? A couple
after TBI, making time for
intimacy is far more
challenging for both partners
the caregiver particularly.

completely and the relationship
will carry on and we will work it
out as we go along, talking
through our problems as a family
unit and showing each other that
our relationship is strong enough
for TBI, this will be on a different
level for sure, it will make us
stronger and love deeper, and the
truth is all relationships are a
working progress, a TBI
relationship yes is extra
challenging but it most certainly is
not impossible.
Sharon Marks,,
Health is Your Wealth Magazine
Proprietor

It would be nice to return to
the relationship before TBI,
where the decisions and
responsibilities and intimacy
were shared by both partners.
It will eventually but I have
come to terms with it never
being in the same before
TBI. I have learned that we
can not let it take over
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Children’s
Corner
“My experience of

the Intensive Care
Unit”
At first walking into the intensive
care unit is scary, people are
hooked up to all sorts of
machines, there is beeps and you
can hear people getting sick. It's
not like it is on TV where
everything seems under control
but actually a whole lot of things
you don't even understand are
going on and my experience is to
concentrate on what you're there
for; you see all these people as
you walk by and start building up
scenarios in your head and it
really isn't good for you. Trust in
me as I have been through this.

back out but once I saw
his face things became
more realistic and easier
to handle. Concentrate on
their face, ignore
everything else unless
you would feel comforted
to know what the machines are
doing. I wasn't really sure
what to do so I just sat next to
him and held his and told him
about what I did that day and
he sat their with his eyes
glazed over looking at me like
he couldn't quite remember
who I was.
But eventually after a while of
talking he became a bit more
responsive, still unable to talk
but I could see the expression
on his face.

When I first saw my dad I felt
like the wind had been knocked
out of me. Seeing the strong man
as I know him lying in a bed with
tubes coming into and out of him
and being surrounded by
monitors controlling his shallow
breathing is hard to process. To
be honest I nearly had to walk
Health is Your Wealth Magazine
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Children’s
Corner
It may seem hard at
first but after a while of
visiting communication gets
easier, one blink for yes and
two for no or one hand squeeze
for yes and two for no. Little
things like that make you feel
better inside, knowing that
your dad understands what
you're saying and can sort of
respond to it.
“Usually after a good cry you
being to feel better about
everything”
Especially if it is a relative,
that personal connection you
have with somebody means
you don't need to worry about
showing your emotions.

begin to feel better about
everything so talk to
someone or write your
feelings down somewhere
or do something to take
your anger and sadness
out on. Or when visiting
somebody in ICU or any unit
talk to them, their presence is
comforting and allows them to
know how you feel instead of
not bottling it all up.
At the end of the day dwelling
on what has happened too much
will slowly psychologically eat
away at you. I'm not saying to
ignore the past but to in one way
embrace what has happened,
take the good out of everything
and see the humour in things
because if you don't laugh about
what has happened, what has
happened will laugh at you.
Cora, age 14

My experience is if you want
to cry, cry. Keeping it all
inside and holding it in makes
it harder and eventually you
just have a day when you sit
there and cry, all the months of
built up and held in tears
taking you over the edge.
Usually after a good cry you
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“A Parents
Uncertainty”
“Over time this level of
stress subsides”
You think that when your
children get to a certain age
then they are safe and you
don't have to worry
anymore. That would be
the ideal world but
sometimes things don't
work out quite the way you
would like them to. At a
certain point you realise
that perhaps your job is not
quite complete and the
worry is going to start
again. The same anxiety
feeling when your child
first goes into the city
centre with their friends,
goes to the cinema or pub.
The saying goes "When
reality doesn't meet
expectations it causes
stress". At first diagnosis of
a medical condition there is
a lot of stress. Over time
this level of stress subsides
and as a new routine is
established the anxiety

dissipates. This amount of time can
vary on an individual basis
depending on the condition, age and
type of personality the patient has
etc.
After all you can not wrap your
child up in cotton wool and have to
let go at some point in their
life! Lots of people tell you lots of
things and there are an awful lot of
if's, buts‘ and maybe's without any
concrete information.

“However things usually get
easier, after all „time is the
greatest healer!‟ ”

Is this magazine in
your
doctors waiting
room yet?

IF NOT GO TO
www.HealthisYourWealth.co.uk
and click on subscriptions.
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“Living With
Brain Injury;
What does the
future hold?”
“Am I now more
susceptible to
other brain related
conditions?”
Having a brain injury makes
you more susceptible to other
long term neurological
conditions. If you read the
literature it makes for a
compelling argument and the
long term prognosis is not
very positive. The literature
talks about diseases such as
Parkinsons, Dementia,
Communication and social
issues. The first reaction is
fairly bleak and the result is
you end up asking yourself

However one
opinion could be
to look at life with
the view "The glass is half full,
not half empty". Take this simple
philosophical view and try not to
dwell on the past or the negative
things that the medical
community tell you.

“Instead of counting the
days make every day count
and have fun!”

“Is there any good news
here?”
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“To Do List,
Don‟t Forget !”
Perhaps consider a look
at private health
insurance. Not for
yourself but for your family. The
chances are that covering yourself
will end up with such a high
premium it will not be financially
viable as health insurance
companies will not cover preexisting medical conditions.
However these healthcare
organizations do now have a
package where the National
Health Service do the diagnostic
work to identify the issue and then
you can go private for any
treatment and care which is
required.
This can reduce the monthly
premiums considerably and can
result in you bypassing the NHS
waiting list for surgery. You
would be surprised at how little
this would cost on a monthly basis
and there is an added bonus. If
you can not drive and a member of
your family fall ill who is usually
the main driver and the treatment
renders them unable to drive for a
period of time following surgery
the policy usually covers the cost
of transport to and from the
hospital. You would need to

double check the
coverage under your
particular policy. In
addition to this there
are a number of
specialist children's
hospitals that are
included so should your child
be diagnosed with a rare
condition treatment at a
specialist hospital can be
covered. Always check your
policy documents thoroughly
before taking out any
insurance.
Ashbourne TAXIS door to door
taxi service. Specialist in providing transfers to and from the
doctors office /hospitals / airports. Co-ordinating with airport
special assistance and hospital
porters so that both your destination and pickup is stress
free. When making a booking
please specify that you would
like special services included
and we will be only happy to
help and make sure you get to
your destination with ease.
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Sign up to Action

fact that it can happen to anyone
at any age.

on Stroke Month
and Make May
Purple for Stroke
The Stroke Association is
calling on everyone to get involved in Action on Stroke
Month 2015. During the
month of May the charity
aims to Make May Purple to
raise awareness of the impact
of stroke, while also raising

May 2015 will see communities

essential funds.

come together to help the Stroke
Association conquer stroke.

It‘s a little known fact that

From baking purple cupcakes to

someone in the UK has a

painting your toenails purple

stroke every three and a half

and everything in between, the

minutes. A stroke can happen

charity is calling on everyone to

in an instant but its effects can

join in the fun and go purple for

last a lifetime. Yet too many

stroke. Many plans are already

people still don‘t understand

underway, with stroke units,

the impact of stroke or the

CCGs, pharmacies, GP surger-
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ies, hospitals, schools and local

Money raised during the month

businesses pledging to Make

will help ensure that we can be

May Purple for Action on

there for the thousands of stroke

Stroke Month. It‘s a great op-

survivors and their families and

portunity to bring the stroke

carers who need us. To find out

community together and to

more, please visit

help get stroke noticed by be-

www.stroke.org.uk/strokemonth

ing creative with purple.
The Action on Stroke Month
team

Sign up and you can order free
resources including posters,
stickers and the Make May
Purple magazine, the charity‘s
brand new magazine packed
with information and ideas. If
you want to do something to
Make May Purple, please get
in touch by emailing strokemonth@stroke.org.uk
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“The frustration of trying to do DIY tasks
and failing miserably”
Poor balance, coordination
and dizziness make doing any
sort of Do It Yourself work
around the house almost
impossible. Due to poor
balance we are now on toilet
seat number four. What
happens is that you lose your
footing and sit down to hard
snapping the hinges or
cracking the toilet seat. The
first time this happened we
replaced it with a wooden seat
which had metal rather than
plastic hinges.

in an awkward place to
reach. However when you add
in the aforementioned challenges
it is almost an impossible
task! The same goes for self
assemble furniture. The
instructions are hit and miss
anyway but typically you need
to have two hands (one to hold
something and the other to turn a
screwdriver or Allen key. Plus

It‘s quite embarrassing when
you sit on the seat with such
force that you snap the metal
hinges in half! This however
is not the real issue. It is
removing the old one and
fitting the
replacement! Because the
bolts which affix the seat to
the bowl are at the back and
underneath the bowl they are

sometimes the instructions are
written for contestants of ‗The
krypton factor‘.
If you have ever started a small
job that you think is going to
take you five minutes and ends
up taking you all day then the
best thing to do is get someone
else to do it! There maybe a cost
for this but if you are over the
age of 60 or disabled then your
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“The frustration of
trying to do DIY
tasks and failing
miserably”
Continued ...
local council usually has a
company which offers a
reduced hourly
rate. Typically a phone call
to your local council will
provide all the contact details
you need and the company
can usually deal with most
minor jobs such as:


Minor repairs to your
property



Small things such as
fitting curtain rails



Putting up shelves



Decorating jobs



Gardening (mowing the
lawn / cutting hedges)



Improvement to access
such as installing
handrails, ramps for
wheel chairs etc

So there is help available, it does
come at a cost but it might be
safer, quicker and a lot less hassle
to get a professional to help you!

Headway is the UK-wide charity
that supports people affected by
brain injury. For further
information or support, or to find
your nearest Headway group or
branch, visit www.headway.org.uk
or contact the free phone helpline
on 0808 800 2244
or helpline@headway.org.uk
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“Statistics are like a drunk
and a lamppost. Used for
support rather than
illumination.”
1 million is the estimate of people in
the UK living with long-term effects
of brain injury
558 UK residents per 100,000
sustaining a brain injury
Every 90 seconds someone is
admitted to hospital in the UK with
acquired brain injury
353,059 UK admissions to hospital
with acquired brain injury in the
year 2011-12
661 Northern Ireland residents per
100,000 sustaining an acquired brain
injury in 2011-12, the highest rate in
the UK
213,752
Total UK admissions to hospital for
head injury in 2011-12
169,673
UK admissions to hospital with a
non-superficial head injury in the
year 2011-12
33.5% Increase in UK head injury
admissions in the last decade

10,000 - 20,000 Number of severe
traumatic brain injuries per year in
the UK
Men are twice more likely for men
to sustain a traumatic brain injury
than women
15-24 year old males and over 80
year olds are the groups most at risk
of traumatic brain injuries
Key cycle helmet facts
The number of cyclists killed or
seriously injured on UK roads has
increased 11% in the past three
years. (Department for Transport)
22% of all UK cycling casualties
are under 16. The figure for child
casualties in all forms of road
traffic accident is only 10%.
(Department for Transport)
It is estimated that 90,000 on-road
and 100,000 off-road cycling
accidents occur every year in the
UK, of which 53% are under 16
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Can You Improve
Your Balance ?

“Balance, It‟s
only when you loose
this ability that you
realise how
important it is”
Good balance requires numerous
inputs to work correctly.
Information from your eyes,
ears, sense of touch and timely
quality processing from your
brain. Because there are so
many factors involved you only
need one of them to be impacted
and because they are all
dependant on each other the
effect can be fairly huge. Good
balance is easily lost, difficult to
measure and even more difficult
to regain. However advances in
technology are resulting in new
techniques and skills being
learnt by physiotherapists which
will help you to recover.
It is important to remember that
measuring progress with balance

is quite difficult. At
the beginning it is
fairly easy but then
the last part (the
one that really
matters) it is quite
difficult as the test
are not quite
sensitive enough!
As the saying goes you need
to learn to walk before you
can run however I just
assumed that running would
come fairly soon after
walking but it is not that
simple!

Everyone is different and
develop and progress at their
own rate. One of the most
important things to remember
is that there is hope. Things
will improve with time, it
maybe slow but eventually it
will get better.
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"Determination" why is it so important ?
―That's pride messing
with you!‖
"Determination"' you definitely need
it, but sometimes it is a pain in the
backside! Is good to be independent
however sometimes you need a little
help but reject it as you want to do it
yourself.
That's pride messing with
you! Every now and then life would
be much easier if you just graciously
accepted the help offered to you. If
it is rejected every time eventually
the offer ceases and then one day
when you really do need assistance
that offer will not come for fear of
offending you. It is a fine line to
walk, not for you but for the care
giver.
It is probably one of the most
difficult things to achieve,
maintaining the care receivers
dignity whilst trying to give
assistance. However health care
workers, nurses and carers have to
deal with this situation every
day. Normally they are trained to
deal with this and through
experience they can make it look
easy. But it is a very special skull
that take some time to develop and

yet they show incredible
patience and understanding.
Therefore next time you see this
skill being presented
compliment the person on how
well they are doing as not
everyone can do it!
Determination will get you
through. The therapists and
medical professionals will
provide an environment of
motivation however your
determination is up to you!
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“SEX after Brain Injury” The subject people don‟t want to talk
about!
One of the greatest things to
overcome, both for a man and a
woman is sexual confidence
and morale. This is difficult to
measure, a nightmare to sustain
and very hard to regain once
it's lost. However it is worth
getting back and as the two
things are intrinsically linked
as confidence is grown
typically morale increases as
well. It‘s not easy but gaining
confidence is a tough but
worthwhile fight.
Receiving positive feedback
from these confidence-building
activities also lifts our selfesteem. Achievement creates
confidence. Success creates
confidence. Additionally,
challenge yourself in ways that
build your self-worth. Start
working out and notice that as
your physique improves, so
does the perception of yourself.
Those endorphin and
physiological boosts help our
mental and physical outlook,

too. It‘s not just our body; our
minds can use improvement
too.
So far, we haven‘t mentioned
anything about sex because
sexual confidence often begins
outside the bedroom. Stop
avoiding the roots of your
confidence issue and get deep
into the core of your fears. Is it
performance anxiety? Fearful
of not getting or maintaining
an erection? Are you afraid of
getting attached or hurt
emotionally? Get these fears
out of your mind and process
them, either by yourself, with a
friend or a professional.
They‘re simply obstacles and
roadblocks to confidence.
Remember to visualize
successes and positive sexual
interactions to maximize the
confidence you gain.
Sure it‘s difficult but be sure
that once you take the plunge
and play hide the tip again,
you‘ll dive right in and pick up
where you left off.
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Exercise,
“Maintenance for
your body !”
“Rehabilitation: Points to
consider during the
rehabilitation process”
In the first of our series of
articles on rehabilitation we
take a look at some of the
most commonly asked
questions we get at TG
Physiotherapy Care when
patients first come through
our doors and the factors
that influence our
assessment of injuries.
Rehabilitation Time
“When will I get better?
How long is this going to
take to heal?”
The honest answer to this
common question is that
rehabilitation time is very
much dependent upon the
individual. Every patient who
walks through the doors of our
clinic is unique. And no two
people with the same
diagnosis will have an
identical or parallel path to
recovery.

Take a Grade II sprained ankle as an
example: the treatment and
rehabilitation plan may be the same for
two patients, but the recovery time will
be different if –
One patient has a higher natural
fitness level than another;
One patient has a history of ankle
sprains and the other does not;
One patient is required to be on their
feet all day at work, while the
other can control how much they
move and ‗actively rest‘ their
ankle throughout the day;
One patient follows the
rehabilitation exercises daily
whilst the other regularly forgets
to perform them.
One thing all patients do have in
common, however, is that they want to
get better quickly and experience as
little pain or discomfort as possible in
the process.
In a fast moving world where
everything is instantly accessible at our
fingertips, the thought of a long, slow
rehabilitation process can be incredibly
frustrating – not to mention painful.
But it is crucial that patients do not
rush their bodies and attempt to force
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Exercise,
“Maintenance for
your body !”
the injured area back to normality
before they are ready. One regular
piece of advice that we give
patients at TG Physiotherapy Care
is that attempting to do too much
too soon can set you back days,
weeks or even months on the road
to recovery.
One of our recent patients summed
up how they came to terms with
the limitations of the rehabilitation
process:
"Everyone wants to have some
level of control in their lives. But
the greatest control you have is
over your own reactions. And to
achieve that, you need to
acknowledge that there will be
times in your life when you have to
move to a different pace."
There is no quick fix in
rehabilitation, just regular
treatment, effective injury
management and best practice to
encourage the healing process.
Although physiotherapists possess
a detailed understanding of the
normal biological healing
processes and time frames,
experience has taught us that we

should only offer estimations rather
than exact dates.
Sports Rehabilitation
On almost a weekly basis we are
asked, ―When can I run/play
football/hit the gym again?‖
Advising patients on returning to
sport differs from making
recommendations on returning to
work or continuing with daily life.
Because sports and exercise may put
much more demand on the body, we
will typically be more cautious in
our recommendations.
Why? Because we consider our job
to not only be about treating an
injury, but also about helping clients
keep further injuries at bay to reach
their peak performance. As most
sporty individuals will know,
rushing back from an injury and
exercising too soon can easily
aggravate a problem and lead to, at
best, a niggle that affects
performance for weeks or months,
or, at worst a complete repeat of the
injury.
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Exercise,
“Maintenance for
your body !”
So what does a physiotherapist
take into consideration when
assessing a patient‟s injury?
Initial inflammation processes –
Knowing what is happening from the
first few minutes, hours and days
after an injury, through to the
following weeks, months and even
years is essential;
Injury classification – The different
classifications of bone, ligament,
tendon, muscle and nerve injuries
helps us to estimate rehabilitation
timeframes dependent upon the
mechanism, type and severity of the
injury;
Research on post-injury 'return to
play'– This helps to answer questions
on when a patient can return to daily
activities, work, and sport (usually in
that order). This is a massive topic
and there are thousands of different
injuries and guidelines which are
always being updated in light of new
clinical research studies;
Clinical experience – The more a
physiotherapist or medical
professional treats a particular type of
injury, the better they get at knowing

the time it takes to recover because of
pattern recognition.
Even with all of this information to
hand, there are still many other
variables that can affect healing and
recovery times, both physical and
psychological. Having an
understanding of everything from
medications to emotional stresses,coexisting medical conditions to past
experiences can all play a role in
rehabilitation.

Suffered an injury? Book an
appointment with TG Physiotherapy
Care today.
TG Physiotherapy Care has venues in
Nottingham
You can contact us on:
Tel: 07866-464-385 (Within the UK)
Tel: +44 (0) 7866-464-385(Outside
the UK)
Email: tripti@triptigyan.com
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Speech Matters:
The vicar of Bagdad
The Reverend Canon
Andrew White, was born
in 1964 and is vicar of St
George's Church,
Baghdad, the only
Anglican church in Iraq.
He has thus been dubbed
the "Vicar of Baghdad".
Previously he was Director
of International Ministry at
the International Centre
for Reconciliation at
Coventry Cathedral,
England.

The video below shows what
Andrews speech is like.

At the age of 33 years he
was diagnosed with
multiple sclerosis, a
condition which for many
years affected his mobility
and his speech. He is also
an anaesthesiologist and
has been undergoing a new
stem cell treatment for MS
at a clinic in Baghdad that
utilizes his body's own
stem cells and he has said,
"It had completely
transformed my life."

Andrew grew up in Bexley, in
the suburbs of south-east
London in Kent and has
published numerous papers
and book plus won many
awards. His held many
positions since his diagnosis
and is currently the go person
in the middle east.

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=EqjHMYKNQnM
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Brain Injury:
“The old me”
“It‟s as if

someone had
said „you don't
need to
remember that
bit‟”
Following my accident I
could not remember two
things. Firstly about six
months of my life was just
gone. The only way I can
explain it is that you know
you were born because you
are here but you don't
remember anything about
the birth. It is a similar
thing. There is
photographic evidence that
the time period happened
existed and yet I don't
remember anything about
it. It‘s as if someone had
said ‗you don't need to
remember that bit‘, and just
erased a portion of
memory! The second thing

I don't really remember what I was
like, not physically because I can
look at old photographs, but more
emotionally. My wife tells me
that things happen now that I
would never had tolerated before
my accident and yet I really just
don't remember. Other head
injured people talk about the "new
me". I guess I am still trying to
figure that one out. Certainly no
matter what the new version is
like it should be as good as the old
one!
This is hard to imagine and I
expect impossible to predict.
Most people are not used to
working in the ―Grey‖ area, where
there is a goal but you have to
make it up as you go along. In the
medical field this seems to be the
normality!
If not, version two should be
better but I expect that it will be
just different that's all!
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Taking Medication
Long Term
“You would think

that if a doctor
prescribes medicine
for you it would be
safe.”
There are certain medicines that
you need to take long term and
you don't have much choice as not
taking them would mean life
would become uncomfortable.
However given all the press about
hormone replacement therapy
(HRT) recently it does make you
question whether you are really
aware of all the long term side
effects of the medication that you
are taking. It appears that the
pharmaceutical companies are
covering themselves by listing all
the negative things that could
happen in a note popped inside the
packaging.
This is particularly important
when taking different
prescriptions which combat the
same symptoms or contain similar
ingredients as sometimes this can
result in over dosage or even

medicines working against each
other. Therefore it is imperative that
when your doctor prescribes a new
medication that a review of the
entire list is completed to ensure that
they all mix well together and make
sure you are not taking any pills that
you no longer need.
The more medicines you take, the
greater your chance of having
problems. Problems may be more
likely if:










You see multiple doctors and
don't tell each one about the
medicines you take
You utilise more than one
chemist. Unless you tell them,
those pharmacists may not know
all the medicines you take
You're in the twilight years! As
you age, your body slows down.
Some medicines stay in your
body longer
One medicine gives you side
effects, so you take another one to
feel better
You take herbs or vitamins
without talking to your doctor or
pharmacist first

So the bottom line is it‘s important
to keep your doctor / pharmacist up
to date !
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The Effects of Brain
Training!
Brain Training, what a
nightmare to do! It is quite
intensive, three times a week
for forty five minutes a
session. It all starts with
taking a baseline reading
which gets you started and
then the following week you
start your sessions for a
duration of ten weeks.
However no one mentions that
you need total silence and not
to be disturbed during your
training. You only need a
small distraction, like the
telephone ringing and
everything goes down the
toilet! The only way to
achieve is to close the door,
switch all electronic devices
off and be in total isolation for
the duration. After the first
week it is fairly common to
feel completely drained of all
your energy. There are many
types of fatigue but
concentrating on mental
fatigue may prove so
demanding that it maybe
better to plan a light week
physically otherwise you may
be completely wiped out! The
plan is that after three weeks

the toll on you should lighten as
your body gets used to the new
rhythm!
After all sessions are complete
the results can be quite startling!
This is not our opinion but the
conclusion drawn by a team of
medical scientists in Germany
specialising in the neurology
field. See Page 36
So at first the results are a little
shaky. However long term it is a
fact that if you stick with the
program then an improvement
will be made.
After all most things take some
effort and anything worthwhile
never comes easy!
Everything is possible, in the
words of Winston Churchill
"Never, never, never give up"
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Brain Training
“Each issue will include a exercise to strengthen your brain,
which like a muscle benefits from getting stronger”
The rules of brain training:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Try and do a minimum and maximum of thirty minutes each day.
Try and commit to doing for ten weeks. This duration requires that you
set time to one side to complete this.
It has to be challenging to work. If it‘s to easy there are no benefits.
To keep motivated set yourself rewards. If you complete an exercise
give yourself a reward, something to look forward to!
As well as doing exercises on your own work with others to increase
your social skills.
Word Search - Exercise For The Brain
Therapy, Physical, Brain, Balance, Stroke,
Cognitive, Speech, Vision, Ear, Health
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Brain Training Applications “A selection of
applications that are fun but will also improve cognition”
This is actually a fairly
complex maze. There is
only one entrance and
one exit but multiple
dead ends and more than
one solution! Perhaps

time yourself to see how long it
takes you, take a note of the
time and try it again a few
week later. You may have a
quicker time!
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“mybraintraining the Online-FitnessCenter for your
brain!
Results of a study
conducted with
mybraintraining
Professional on 90
patients diagnosed with
schizophrenia by Prof.
Dr. Steffen Moritz
(University Clinic
Hamburg-Eppendorf,
Germany, Psychiatric and
Psychoptherapeutic Clinic)
from November 2013
through June 2014,
summarized by BBG
Entertainment GmbH:
I. Background:
neuropsychological deficits
are predictive for a patient's
functional outcome,
impairing daily life. Socalled cognitive biases,
such as premature/hasty
deductive reasoning
processes appear to be, on
the basis of present
knowledge, associated with
a positive diagnosis of
schizophrenia
(predominantly delusional
thinking).

II. Question to be Answered: Can
mybraintraining Professional
improve neuropsychological
deficits?
III. Design:
A total of 90 subjects with
schizophrenia participated in a
randomized-controlled study
executed via the Internet. All
subjects were either former patients
or have participated in online
forums pertaining to psychotic
disorders. Various control measures
were employed to ascertain their
disorder with a high probability, i.e.
checks for plausibility. After a
baseline evaluation, subjects were
randomly assigned to three
treatment groups:
mybraintraining Professional
(standard version)
2. mybraintraining Professional –
including a metacognitive
extension (now part of the standard
version)
Control Group
1.
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“mybraintraining the Online-FitnessCenter for your
brain!
IV. Key Results:
a) frequent use of
mybraintraining
Professional led to
improving symptoms of
depression; the correlation
between using
mybraintraining
Professional and the
reduction of feeling
depressed was significant.
b) frequent use of
mybraintraining
Professional with
metacognitive extension
(assessment of confidence
in one‘s judgment;
feedback on mistakes when
being overly confident or
responding too hastily) led
to a significant reduction in
premature/hasty
deductive reasoning (i.e.
reluctant decision making –
measured by the so-called
―Fish Test‖) and high
confidence in own
judgment in the metacognition treatment arm at

time of follow-up. This indicates
that patients have become more
conscious about their problematic
cognitive strategies leading to
altering of decision making
patterns. Notably, reluctance in
decision making processes could,
per current readings, be an
important mechanism in avoiding
or reducing recurring symptoms of
psychotic disorders and harmful
behavioural consequences.

c) Furthermore, practicing
cognitive training on a regular
basis not only leads to
improvement of results in
individual exercises but is also
relevant to daily life. The brain‘s
performance, as measured by a
memory test, increased with the
number of exercises conducted.

For further information please visit:
www.mybraintraining.com
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Brain Training
Applications
“My Budget Plan”
My Budget Plan is a free
complete and easy expense
manager and budget planner to
help you organize and keep track
of all your daily expenditures. In
the October 2014 issue we
reviewed how to achieve this
using MS-Excel. This tool does
a similar thing but using an
application for your tablet.
A Statement Menu gives you the
detail of your operations of the
current, past and next periods to
give you an idea of your daily
expenses and also your
projection over the next months
The Budget Menu allows you to
set and track Expense limits and
thresholds according to various
criteria (account, category and
periods).

languages (English,
Español, Français,
German, Russian and
Arabic) and more than
100 currencies
How friendly is it?
Fairly easy to get to grips with.
Certainly if you can handle our
excel template then you should
cope with this.
What does it claim to do?
Manage your costs so you have a
better idea of whats coming in
and out and whenn
What phone/system is it
compatible with?
Android and Apple phones/
tableets

The Graphs menu gives you a
graphical representation of your
expenditures and income by
category, by account and by time
period.
The application is in six
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“Playtime”
“A selection of applications that are fun but should
also improve cognition”
Multiplayer mode. Challenge
golfers from all over the world to
Turn Based multiplayer fun!

Super Stickman Golf 2is a fun
and addictive game with over 20
dynamic courses which will keep
you on the fairway for a long
time!
This is one of those activities
where you just intend to spend
ten minutes playing it and before
you know it you have completed
twenty courses and spent one
hour on the tablet!
Because you can end up doing
this for an hour it is best advised
that you start this at a time when
you are not feeling tired and not
before an activity which is going
to be mentally or physically
strenuous.

* Online Multiplayer
* 180 Challenging Holes
* 53 Achievements
* 28 Hats
* 10 Golfers
* NEW Powerups
* Dynamic Courses
What will it do?
It may improve your hand to eye
coordination and concentration.
It will also improve you
thinking / logic
How friendly is it?
Very friendly. You should be up
and running in less than five
minutes

The game is a lot of fun on your
own but takes on another
dimension due to the turn Based
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“Playtime”
“A selection of applications that are fun but will also
improve cognition”
dietary requirements including
Vegan, Kosher and Halal.

The UK National Health
Service has reviewed a
smartphone app called
‗biteappy‘ founded by
Caroline Oldham who is a
Coeliac with a lactose
intolerance and it is a new app
and the first and only
worldwide app to
comprehensively address the
entire plethora of dietary
issues and allergies, allowing
people with multiple allergies/
intolerances and special diets
to locate a suitable restaurant
on one easy search tool.
Biteappy covers gluten free,
nut free, dairy free, MSG free,
preservative free and other
ingredient-free requirements,
such as celery and mustard
and so on, as well as special

As well as being able to search
for restaurants users can add
restaurants which are then
approved. It also offers free
translation cards when travelling
abroad and allows you to save
favourites so that if you are
abroad you can save them and
then open them without using
WIFI.
With currently 38,000 restaurants
and 2,500 it is proving to be very
popular.
What phone/system
compatible with?

is

It is free to download and
available on Apple Store and
Google Play, it also has a fully
compatible website.
Review of application and
rating
We give this a ★★★★ rating.
Its very good and simple to use
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it

“Golden
Nuggets,
Strategies to
Increase
Independence”
“Sometimes the
simplest tips are the
most effective”
Each issue we will provide
more Top Tips from real
people that are in
recovery. These tips help
save time or make you
safer and help to prevent
accidents. Previous to
each issue being released
we will update the
relevant section on our
website with this
information.
Carry a warm drink such
as coffee or tea in a flask
with you along with some
medication to therapy just
in case there is a delay.
Purchase one of mugs
which is like a flask
because it has a lid on it to
stop spillages allowing
you to move from room to

room without having any accidents.
Purchase a small rucksack which
will allow you to carry items
Carry a multi purpose tool which
has an Allen key / tin opener /
small screw driver / bottle opener
etc.
Use the locker at the gym / leisure
centre on the top row. This way
you don't have to bend down to put
things into it
Obtain one of those jar openers t
make it easier to unscrew the tops
Phone ahead to cinemas /
restaurants etc. and ensure that the
car park is near to the place, there
is a handrail on the correct side of
the stairs and if there is a lift that it
is operational
When managing your pills setup a
pill box for the next day. Use the
App we reviewed last month as a
reminder. Put a sticky note on the
pill bottle saying ―Do Not Take Me
Again‖ as a reminder you have
taken that one already today!
If you have difficulty in writing use
a computer to type the notes up and
print them out. Have a friend /
carer write out cheques for you so
all you have to do is sign them
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“Importance Of
Nutrition”
Many of us eat too much salt.
Too much salt can raise your
blood pressure, which puts you
at increased risk of health problems
such as heart disease and stroke.
But simple steps can help you to
reduce your salt intake.
You don't have to add salt to food to
be eating too much – 75% of the
salt we eat is already in everyday
foods such as bread, breakfast
cereal and ready meals.
High blood pressure often has no
symptoms, and it is estimated that
about one in every three people
who have high blood pressure don‘t
know it and are at increased risk of
developing heart disease or have a
stroke. Cutting down on salt lowers
reduces this risk.
“How much salt for adults?”
As a guideline the National Health
Service (NHS) say that Adults
should eat no more than 6g of salt a
day – that's around one teaspoon.
Children should eat less
“Salt and sodium in your food”

Salt is also called
sodium chloride.
Sometimes, food labels
only give the figure for
sodium. The NHS say
that Adults should eat
no more than 2.4g of
sodium per day, as this is equal to
6g of salt, always use the food
nutrition labels to check salt
levels
Cutting back on added salt is only
a small part of the solution. To
really cut down, you need to
become aware of the salt that is
already in the everyday foods you
buy, and choose lower-salt
options. Fortunately, nutrition
labels on food packaging now
make this a lot easier. Most prepacked foods have a nutrition
label on the back or side of the
packaging.
Many foods also display
information about the salt content
on the front of the packaging.
This may show the salt content as
colour-coded nutrition
information to show whether the
food is low, medium or high in
salt. Where colour-coding is used,
red means high. Try to eat highsalt foods only occasionally, or in
small amounts, and aim to eat
mainly foods that are green (low)
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“Importance Of
Nutrition”
or amber (medium).
Look at the figure for salt per 100g.
The following guide may help you:




High is more than 1.5g salt (0.6g
sodium) per 100g. These foods
may be colour-coded red.
Low is 0.3g salt (0.1g sodium) or
less per 100g. These foods may
be colour-coded green.
If the amount of salt per 100g is
between 0.3g and 1.5g, that is a
medium level of salt, and the
packaging may be colour-coded
amber.

As a rule, aim for foods that have a
low or medium salt content. Try to
have high-salt foods only
occasionally, or in small amounts.
Of course, one easy way to eat less
salt is to stop adding salt to your food
during cooking and at the dinner table
by not putting the salt on the table!
“Babies, children and salt”
The NHS say‘s that babies and
children under 11 should have less
salt than adults. Certainly Babies

under a year old should
have less than 1g of
salt a day. If a baby is
breastfed, they will get
the right amount of
minerals, including
sodium and chloride,
from breast milk.
Formula milk contains a similar
amount to breast milk.
Don't add salt to your baby‘s milk
or food and don't use stock cubes
or gravy as they're often high in
salt and their kidneys can‘t cope
with it. Remember this when
you‘re cooking for the family if
you plan to give the same food to
your baby.
Avoid giving your baby processed
foods such as ready meals as
these are often high in salt.
However, food manufactured
specifically for babies should
meet the recommended levels. If
in doubt, always check the label.
The daily recommended
maximum amount of salt children
should eat depends on age:
•1 to 3 years – 2g salt a day (0.8g
sodium)
•4 to 6 years – 3g salt a day (1.2g
sodium)
•7 to 10 years – 5g salt a day (2g
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means you can cut
down on salt by
comparing brands and
choosing the one that is
lower in salt. Nutrition
labels can help you do
this. These foods
include:

“Importance Of
Nutrition”
sodium)
•11 years and over – 6g salt a
day (2.4g sodium)
Some foods are almost always high in
salt because of the way they are
made.
Other foods, such as bread and
breakfast cereals, can contribute a lot
of salt to our diet. But that‘s not
because these foods are always high
in salt – it‘s because we eat a lot of
them.
The following foods are almost
always high in salt. To cut down on
salt, eat them less often or have
smaller quantities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anchovies & Bacon
Cheese & Gravy granules
Ham & Olives
Pickles & Prawns
Salami & Salted / dry-roasted nuts
Salt fish & Smoked meat and fish
Soy sauce & Stock cubes
Yeast extract

In the following foods, the salt
content can vary widely between
different brands or varieties. That

• Bread products such as
crumpets, bagels and ciabatta
• Pasta sauces
• Crisps / potato chips
• Pizza & Ready meals
• Soup & Sandwiches
• Sausages & Tomato ketchup,
mayonnaise and other sauces
• Breakfast cereals
“Soluble vitamin supplements
or painkillers”
If you routinely take an
effervescent (dissolvable) vitamin
supplement, or take effervescent
painkillers when necessary, it's
worth remembering that these can
contain up to 1g salt per tablet.
For more information about salt
you can download the Scientific
and Advisory Committee on
Nutrition's report from:
https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/sacn-salt-and-healthreport
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Returning to driving!
One of the largest issues in
returning to driving, from a
safety perspective, or for
anyone that is a young / new
driver, is the volume of
distractions that you can be
bombarded with which have
little to do with concentrating
on the road! The mobile
phone is one of the greatest
culprits! From text messages,
e-mails and notifications from
social media all of which can
disturb your level of
concentration.
Alternatively you can either
turn your mobile phone off or
switch the profile on your
phone to automatically
respond ―I am driving right
now and will contact you
shortly‖. Your phones
manufacturer guideline will be
able to advise you whether
your phone has this feature.
One cost effective way you
can help reduce the quantity
of interruptions is by using a
hands free mobile phone kit.

Click below to see a YouTube
video of how simple and
inexpensive these devices can be.
(or copy link into your browser)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=l_WKhimVIak

A lot of portable satellite
navigation systems now have a
blu-tooth and newer cars phone
connection similar to the one
above already built in. If you are
unsure ask the store assistant or
car dealership to help you set this
feature up! At the end of the day
in most countries it is now illegal
to drive whilst on the phone so
it‘s worth getting this one right !
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“Learn To Pace
Yourself”
“Over commit and
Under deliver ”
The Chinese have a saying
that

really don't have time for!
“Perhaps it is time to do two
things?”

“The path to failure is
paved with good
intentions”.

1) Set your priorities

This is even more true when
you are in recovery. You
want to help out, because
that is what you are used to
doing. Therefore it seems
quite natural to offer
assistance when it is needed.
However this will only serve
to keep you busy doing
things which are not
―recovery‖ focused.
It is more than okay
to remain a little
selfish on this topic,

2) Start saying ―NO‖

‗if anything you
have to be!’
Otherwise you will
end up getting
involved with
things that you

and

This is easier said than done but
try and keep it SIMPLE. As
example maybe you have three
priorities as follows:
1) Recovery
2) Family and Friends
3) Fun
If you are asked to be involved in
something ask yourself the
question ‗will it contribute to one
of the three priorities?‘.
If the answer is ‗No‘ then simply
sat ‗No‘. Explain your logic to
the requestor and we are 99%
sure they will understand. So set
your own priorities and start
saying ‗NO‘
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Book Review: “TBI
Hell - A traumatic
brain injury really
sucks”

a suite of people who really
don‘t know how to properly
deal with this condition

There is no messing around with
this book, it just dives straight in
and tells a story of head injury
that is gritty and real. What is
evident about this book is that
the author is still in recovery at
the time of writing so you see
the world through his eyes
offering a perspective of how he
feels and experiences things.
The book is not unique in this
way, it is similar to the book we
reviewed in the October issue
(TBI Our never ending journey)
but this one is more of a non
fiction book as apposed to a
diary of events. It is pretty good
and worth a read but some of the
language is a little more coarse
than the aforementioned title.
You can see how situations are
misinterpreted, reactions are
knee jerk like, almost impulsive
and the author is surrounded by

effectively.
Add into this situation the
isolation that he is undergoing
and the way that he is taken
advantage of and you have
quite a compelling read,
certainly for people / families
going through the same thing!
We give this book a ★★★★
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Movie Review
Awakenings
Awakenings is a 1990 American
drama film based on Oliver
Sacks' 1973 memoir of the same
title. It tells the true story of
British neurologist Oliver
Sacks, fictionalized as American
Malcolm Sayer (portrayed by
Robin Williams), who, in 1969,
discovered beneficial effects of
the drug L-Dopa. He
administered it to a number of
patients and Leonard Lowe
(played by Robert De Niro) and
the rest of the patients were
awakened after decades of
catatonia and have to deal with
a new life in a new time.

films that will pull at your heart strings
and Dr. Malcolm Sayer (Robin
Williams) is a dedicated and caring
physician at a local hospital in the New
York City borough of The Bronx. After
working extensively with the catatonic
patients who survived the 1917–1928
epidemic of encephalitis lethargica,
Sayer discovers certain stimuli will
reach beyond the patients' respective
catatonic states; actions such as
catching a ball, hearing familiar music,
and experiencing human touch all have
unique effects on particular patients
and offer a glimpse into their worlds.

Awakenings stars Robert De
Niro, Robin Williams, Julie
Kavner, Ruth Nelson, John
Heard, Penelope Ann Miller,
and Max Von Sydow.

After attending a lecture at a
conference on the subject of the LDopa drug and its success with patients
suffering from Parkinson's Disease,
Sayer believes the drug may offer a
breakthrough for his own group of
patients. A trial run with Leonard yields
astounding results: Leonard completely
"awakens" from his catatonic state.
This success inspires Sayer to ask for
funding from donors so that all the
catatonic patients can receive the LDopa medication and experience
"awakenings" back to reality.

Set in 1969 this is one of those

A great film with a ★★★★ rating.
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Print & e-Magazine Subscriptions
For Patient Waiting Room Reading!

Simply send a blank email to
subscribe@healthisyourwealth.
co.uk
OR
Click Here!

NOTE The E-Magazine is
FREE!!! And can be printed out
for your patients to read.
However if you prefer it to be
printed and delivered to you.

Copy and paste the web address
below or type the www address
into you web browser.
www.healthisyourwealth.co.uk
and click on Subscriptions

Health is Your Wealth Magazine

Two Years is
£5.99 per issue
and
One Year
£7.99 per issue
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This publication is increasing
awareness for these organizations:

